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Abstract: Various brands of bamboo crafts created by youths have emerged in Zhushan Township,
Taiwan. With the special bamboo materials available in Zhushan Township as their core, these brands
have created different types of social innovations through their management, design, and mechanical
knowledge. The results indicate the following: (1) The youths advocate for causes such as the preser-
vation of culture, mutually beneficial situations, sustainable local development, and environmentally
friendly lifestyles. The youths proposed innovative solutions for these causes, such as establishing a
guesthouse, revitalizing unused space, creating opportunities for dialogues, developing bamboo-
based environmentally friendly products, and holding local activities; (2) the youths constructed a
model for internal cooperation and enhancement, revitalization, and marketing Zhushan Township;
(3) the youths advocated for various social values, utilized social capital, and proposed innovative
solutions through diversified participation and the creation of new relationships, allowing different
communities to generate a group dynamic to resolve social problems and achieve sustainability
together. This study aids in the facilitation of sustainable management of township micro-enterprises
by innovating products and service modes through social capital and social value. At the same
time, local and common social innovation modes are connected to provide a reference for the social
innovation of micro-enterprises.

Keywords: Zhushan Township; youth-led bamboo craft brand; social innovation design; sustainability

1. Introduction

Before the 1980s, Zhushan Township in Taiwan was once an important town where
70% of the population was engaged in the bamboo industry economy. After industrial
transfer and population migration, the population decline slowed down in the recent three
years, from −0.99% to −0.28%, and the town has been faintly attractive [1]. In 1994, the
Ministry of Culture initiated the community building policy, and the farmers’ associations
and town offices in bamboo-producing areas set up bamboo craft training courses one after
another to train local bamboo art technical talents, drive the local economic production
capacity, and beautify the hometown environment [2]. When the 921 earthquake occurred
in Taiwan in 1999, Zhushan Township was the hardest hit area, which led to the increase
in population migration and promoted regional activation and industrial reengineering
through community building [3]. In 2002, the bamboo craft industry encountered a new
opportunity, and the Ministry of Culture launched two five-year Cultural and Creative In-
dustries programs in succession to boost the craft industry by design [4]. In 2003, UNESCO
passed the Convention for the Protection of Intangible Cultural Heritage. Consequently, the
inheritance of bamboo art was paid more attention [5]. In 2005, the National Taiwan Craft
Research and Development Institute (NTCRI) promoted the Local Craft Characteristic
Counseling-Community Craft Support Plan, in which craftsmen developed local craft
products together with community residents, university teachers, and students to form
local industries. From 2008 to 2013, the NTCRI and Taiwan Creative Design Center jointly
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launched the five-year Craft Fashion Yii Plan, which promoted the whole bamboo process
design to the international stage. In 2019, Zhushan Township, as one of the 134 townships
promoted by Taiwan’s Regional Revitalization Policy, attracted more resources for youth
entrepreneurship and the local economy.

The Forestry Bureau of Taiwan cooperated with the Industrial Technology Research
Institute (ITRI) to improve the performance of bamboo materials. Through anti-corrosion
and stratification technologies, the tolerance of bamboo can be improved, and its strength
can even be close to steel. In this way, bamboo can be used to build roof beam structures [6].
The Forestry Research Institute mainly focuses on bamboo forest management and resource
investigation, bamboo forest carbon storage research, counseling bamboo farmers to build
bamboo charcoal kilns and produce bamboo charcoal, and bamboo processing and applica-
tion [7]. Thanks to the use of bamboo as an ecological material, it is possible to implement
eco-innovations and join the closed-loop economy [8].

In the past five years, the old, middle-aged, and young generations who worked
outside, returned home to start businesses one after another. People from different coun-
tries and regions traveled to Zhushan. In addition, universities, governments, non-profit
organizations, and other institutions came to Zhushan to carry out social practices, of which
more community residents participated. Although the actions of the youths have been
affirmed by society, there are still many obstacles for young people in starting businesses
in rural areas, such as breaking old ideas, tackling key technical problems, and restricting
marketing channels. So, how do they overcome difficulties, launch social innovative design
actions, and promote the concept of sustainability? In light of the five youth-led bamboo
craft brands of Zhushan Township, the research purposes are as follows:

(1) Analyze the content and characteristics of social innovation design and sustainability
of these brands;

(2) Analyze the social innovation design and sustainable mode of these brands;
(3) Analyze the relationship between the social innovation design and sustainability of

these brands.

This paper discusses the social innovation design and sustainability of Zhushan’s
five active youth-led bamboo craft brands. Further, it provides a reference for the sustain-
able development of micro-enterprises in villages and towns, participating in industrial
innovation and social innovation with design, and boosting local revitalization.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Bamboo Craft and Youth-Led Bamboo Craft Brand in Zhushan

Faced with the problem of sharp shrinkage of the bamboo industry since the 1980s,
Zhushan Township, an important place of bamboo craft, and Taiwan craft management
units have made great efforts in the inheritance and development of bamboo craft, offering
a large number of courses and cultivating bamboo artists. In addition to skill inheritance,
the NTCRI’s bamboo talent cultivation course focuses on product development, bamboo
application, technology research and development, and brand marketing [9]. The Tai-
wan Forestry Research Institute used surplus bamboo materials to develop special paper
products. This technology can promote recycling in the bamboo industry and provide a
reference for pulp and paper mills and other industries in the production, research, and
development of special papers [10].The Forestry Bureau studied the influence of bamboo
forest composition, new bamboo growth, and forest land regeneration and applied modern
machinery [11].Through resource inventory and cross-border integration, the Townway
Cultural and Creative Corporation introduced cultural creativity to local areas, constructed
a diversified and all-around development mechanism, stimulated residents to participate
in local affairs, encouraged young people to return home, and established local brands [12].
Through the business model, social enterprises make use of the ecosystem to provide diver-
sified resources, make the overall operation more effective, and save money—at the same
time [13], rediscover themselves and places, and move towards the practice of reciprocal
value [14].
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2.2. Social Innovation Design
2.2.1. Origin and Connotation of Social Innovation

Eleanor Shaw pointed out that the practice of social innovation began in Britain in
the 19th century when a few charitable entrepreneurs noticed that the improvement of
the working environment, education, and cultural life helped enhance the well-being
of employees [15]. In 2003, the OECD considered that social innovation aims at social
and economic problems and improves the quality of life of the people and the general
public by rediscovering and giving new services and solutions [16]. Social innovation is an
innovative model with scientific and technological needs, platforms, and organizations [17].
Schumann et al. divided organizational innovation into product innovation, process
innovation, and program innovation [18]. Additionally, economist Harvey Brooks stated
that organizational innovation should come first [19].

In 2007, British economist Geoff Mulgan and others believed that “Social innovation”
is defined as “innovative activities or services motivated by meeting social needs, whose
main purpose is to affect the entire society.” [20] Defined by James Phills, Professor of
Stanford Social Innovation Organizational Behavior in 2008, “A novel solution to a social
problem that is more effective, efficient, sustainable, or just than existing solutions and for which the
value created accrues primarily to society as a whole rather than private individuals” [21]. Social
innovation involves the interplay of resources, environmental factors, and interactions
between actors [22].

The characteristics of social innovation [23]: (1) comprehensiveness; (2) openness;
(3) pluralistic participation; (4) decentralization. The so-called decentralization is to give
full play to the initiative and creativity of the bottom-most organization and distribute the
decision-making power to the subordinate organizations [24]; (5) super social responsibil-
ity; (6) relevance [25]. Social innovation is the combination and recombination of social
practices [26]. Putnam believes that social capital includes networks, norms, and trust
in social life so that participants can act together and achieve their goals effectively [27].
Onyx and Bullen pointed out that social capital includes participation, trust, network,
reciprocity, and norms [28]. Many companies with little infrastructure, regulatory authority,
or money to respond to newcomers’ immediate needs or make longer-term integration
investments [29].

2.2.2. Definition and Content of Social Innovation Design

Victor Papanek deemed that designers should pay attention to the needs of society,
the environment, and design for 90% of the general public in the world [30]. Tim Brown
of IDEO, a design innovation company, emphasized that design thinking is optimistic,
constructive, and experiential in nature, which can meet people’s needs for products
and services [31]. Social innovation is to apply knowledge and meet the needs of the
public. Meanwhile, the operation method can obtain social resources, social support, and
promotion [32]. As the concrete implementation of social innovation is through social
design, it can be seen that social innovation design uses social resources and knowledge to
meet the needs of society and put forward innovative schemes.

Dr. Ezio Manzini stated, “Social innovative design is all the activities that professional
design can implement to activate, maintain and guide society towards sustainable devel-
opment”. Only on the basis of establishing contacts can small local organizations have
a large-scale impact. Under the positive influence of the network age, there is another
possibility to avoid structural bureaucracy; that is, through horizontal and vertical connec-
tions [33]. In the connection strategy stage, it is necessary to achieve scale improvement
through connection, where design schools play an important role. He argued that the
emerging trend in design is gradual networking [34], which shows that design schools can
become cultural institutions for social innovation. The potential of design schools may
be a collaborative social resource, becoming an active key, and having a creative role in
sustainable development [35]. The development and popularization of the internet pro-
vides a new channel for rural service innovation, showing the following characteristics [36]:
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(1) diversified service roles [37]; (2) localization of service content and resources [38];
(3) network communication of service vision. At present, villagers lack willingness and
have a weak perception of the value of rural culture. Economic development has become
the biggest factor in guiding villagers to participate in cultural revitalization [39], which
is necessary to spread the vision [40]. A spike in community solidarity and a resurgent
appetite for cross-stakeholder solutions based on multidisciplinary know-how could make
this a historic opportunity for social innovation to strengthen community resilience [41].

2.3. Sustainability

Sustainable development is defined as a development model that can meet our present
needs without damaging future generations’ ability to meet their needs [42]. In September
2015, the United Nations issued Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development through the agreement of SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals). This
policy plans 17 sustainable development goals, taking into account three major aspects:
economic growth, social progress, and environmental protection [43]. In 2004, Dr. Hua-
Shan Guan sorted out the essentials and practices of a sustainable community mentioned
by many scholars (Kline, Hancock, Roseland, Barton) and summarized them as follows:
(1) economic sustainability: having the ability to maintain its own economic development,
green business, create new products, update the operation mechanism of the community,
and achieve its own economic balance operation; (2) social sustainability: paying attention
to the organization and operation of the community, establishing the consensus of residents
for the community, establishing the mutual benefit mechanism of neighboring areas, and
improving the local autonomy and social responsibility of the community; (3) environmen-
tal sustainability: the management and application of community environmental practices,
including waste reduction, recycling, local resource management, etc. [44]. The DfSS frame-
work specifically encourages designers to create solutions that are not just user-focused,
but are systems-focused. Rather than focusing on how products can solve people’s needs,
we draw attention to how the entire product lifecycle (including design, manufacture, use,
and maintenance) can maximize social impact [45].

2.4. Social Innovative Design and Sustainability

The shift to a low-carbon community needs the transformation of government func-
tions, improvement of a community system, and citizens’ participation [46,47]. Social
innovation realizes the harmonious relationship among people, the environment, and
society through pluralistic participation [48]. People and designers design together and
participate in constructing a low-carbon community, which can not only meet residents’
needs to the maximum, but also promote community development [49]. Designers should
re-understand their value, understand the inner spirit and meaning of culture, fully com-
municate with the locals, and jointly develop necessities suitable for local life, circulating
commodities, and even international products with a high added value [50]. Chang Wen-
shan, a design scholar in Taiwan, believed that SDGs correspond to USR in Taiwan, and
through the companionship and squatting of university teachers and students in the com-
munity, it will produce a closer sense of connection and carry out social practice programs
for local problems. These will form a testing ground for sustainable management that
practices commercial, social, cultural, and ecological values [51]. Chris Ryan, an expert
in the field of social innovation, stated that “the distributed system model has attracted
increasing attention, and it is regarded as a way to build a sustainable economy” [52].
He further remarked that “distributed models place and arrange infrastructure and crit-
ical service systems near resource and demand points. Individual systems can operate
independently and adjust themselves, while also connecting with larger local, regional,
or international networks” [53]. Distributed systems learn from problems and are more
resilient than mainstream vertical systems [54]. Moreover, the necessary condition for a
sustainable society is recoverability [55].
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3. Methods

The four elements of qualitative research are building relationships with the subjects,
sampling, data collection, and data analysis, all of which determine the value and validity
of the conclusions of the research [56]. The subjects of this study were five bamboo craft
brands created by young entrepreneurs in Zhushan Township, namely, Townway Cultural
and Creative Corporation (hereinafter Townway), Yuantai Bamboo (hereinafter Yuantai),
KYOU Bamboo Design (hereinafter KYOU), La-boos, and Bamboo-Lai Culture & Creation
(hereinafter Bamboo-Lai). The leaders of these brands met at the Spotlight Meetup activity
held by Townway, which cultivated their new start-up brands. They have cooperated
to revitalize Zhushan through social connections based on design. The 5 years of their
cooperative relationship was also a period in which Zhushan experienced an eruption of
collective power used to generate social influence.

3.1. Research Procedure and Methodology

The 5-year research process spanning from September 2016 to June 2021 comprised the
following three steps: (1) preliminary preparation and field observation: documents were
analyzed to collect textual information regarding the topic, and several field surveys were
conducted to screen samples and identify the subjects; (2) observation and data collection:
observation and interviews were conducted with stakeholders of the five youth-led bamboo
craft brands, such as the leaders of the brands, bamboo craftsmen, college teachers and
students, and local residents; (3) data analysis and collection: grounded theory was used to
code, analyze, and organize the data, followed by an evaluation using social innovation
design and sustainability theories derived from the literature; the goal was to study the
social innovation design of youths in the bamboo craft industry and its sustainability.

3.2. Research Data Collection: Observation Method and Interview Method

From September 2016 to June 2017, the author, a student, used participant observation
to study the subjects and their environment, drawing from the long-standing collaboration
between the author’s school and Zhushan to naturally establish amicable relationships
with the subjects. The author gradually established a relationship of trust and understood
the context of the research through participation in several public events held by the brands
and exchange and dialogue with related personnel. In-depth investigations began after
1 year of preliminary preparation and observation. From March to December 2017 and from
September 2018 to June 2019, the author entered the field multiple times and actively par-
ticipated in various activities related to the brands. The events were documented through
images, audio recordings, and field notes that were used as first-hand observational data
and, subsequently, organized. Table 1 lists the main events held by the young entrepreneurs
from September 2016 to June 2019.

This study also conducted interviews with 15 key figures in the youth-led bamboo
craft start-ups, including those with the stakeholders of the five brands. Each figure was
interviewed approximately 1–3 times, and each interview lasted approximately 1 to 2 h.
The interviews were open-ended, semistructured, and were conducted between May 2017
and May 2019. The interviews revolved around the brands’ entrepreneurial process, ideas,
product innovations, participation in events, cooperative projects, and marketing channels.
The interviews were conducted with key figures knowledgeable about social innovation
behavior and sustainability to achieve saturation, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Summary of main events held by the youth-led bamboo craft brands in Zhushan from 2016 to 2019.

Time Event and Venue Contents

14 November 2016 Store survey: Beyoung Garden and Yuantai.
Venue: Zhushan Station, Taisi Bus Station.

Observation of everyday operations of the stores;
understanding of the products and consumers.

31 March 2017

Workshop guiding young entrepreneurs in their
design of services led by Professor from National

Yunlin University of Science and Technology
(YunTech).

Venue: Bamboo Nest Class.

Implementation of a local revitalization guidance
program; the role of YunTech post incubation.

7 May 2017

Forum on regional revitalization; reversing
design; shaping the features of a town of tea

and bamboo.
Venue: Beyoung Garden.

Collaborative discussion about regional
revitalization between companies, organizations,

YunTech, governments, the Ministry of
Education, and residents of Zhushan and Lugu.

19 May 2017
Spotlight Meetup activity: workshop on channel
and industry guidance by Bright Ideas Co., Ltd.

Venue: Bamboo Nest Class.

Improving the products of the young
entrepreneurs; curatorial preparation; counseling

on brand marketing strategies.

15 October 2017
23 October 2017

Survey of young entrepreneurs’ workplace.
Venue: stores and manufacturing plants of

five brands.

Understanding the young entrepreneurs’ work
environment, jobs, production processes, and

marketing channels.

1 December 2017

Reversing Design: Regional Revitalization (a
special joint exhibition at the end of the program).

Venue: Songshan Cultural and Creative Park,
Taipei.

Young entrepreneurs presenting products, social
values, and local exports.

10 May 2018
23 May 2018

Store survey: five young entrepreneurs and other
key figures in the bamboo craft industry.

Venue: Zhushan Station (Taisi Bus Station) and
surrounding area.

Evolution of young entrepreneurs’ management
and ideas and planning for future development

with the Spotlight Settlement ecological
mechanism.

6 October 2018 Town Fair in Zhushan.
Venue: Zhushan Station, Taisi Bus Station.

Trial run of Regional Revitalization Festival 1
month before; DIY bamboo weaving; exhibition

of the brands.

26 October 2018

Spotlight Meetup activity: preparation for
Zhushan Culture Regional

Revitalization Festival.
Venue: Bamboo Nest Class.

Presentation by Pu Yuan and Bamboo-Lai; the
representative of Yuantai explained the

preparation for Revitalization Festival in
Zhushan with the help of local residents.

10–11 November 2018 Zhushan Culture Regional Revitalization
Festival.

Venue: Zhushan Station (Taisi Bus Station).

Events such as handicraft workshops and local
cuisine presentations; participation of young

entrepreneurs, arts and cultural groups,
government officials, residents of Zhushan, and

tourists from other regions.

28 December 2018 Spotlight Meetup activity.
Venue: Bamboo Nest Class.

Teachers and students from the Department of
Industrial Design of YunTech shared their design
projects using recycled bamboo; presentation by

Townway about Digital Townee program.

10 March 2019
Store survey: five young entrepreneurs in the

bamboo craft industry.
Venue: Zhushan Station (Taisi Bus Station).

Young entrepreneurs’ product and brand
management and event organization; local

residents and local organizations.

13 May 2019
Announcement by Professor of YunTech.
Venue: conference room in Design-led

Innovation Center of YunTech.

Strategy for cultivating young entrepreneurs in
Zhushan between 2017 and 2019.

9 June 2019 Survey of Taisi Bus Station Activation project.
Venue: Zhushan Station (Taisi Bus Station).

Observing tourists, local residents, and the
operations of Bamboo Life Cultural Association

and Building a Mountain City.
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Table 2. Summary of interviews with 15 key figures from 2017 to 2019.

Brand Identity Code Background

1. Townway

Townway representative (1A)
From Shuili, Nantou; specializes in medical

management; entrepreneur in Zhushan for 16 years;
42 years old now.

Townway staff (1B) From Penghu; worked in Townway for 3 years.

Beyoung Garden representative (1C) Cousin of Ho; worked in Zhushan for 5 years.

Tour Guide at Townway;
bamboo artisan (1D)

Bamboo artisan in Zhushan; experience
collaborating with designers for many years; worked

in Zhushan for almost 40 years.

Professor, in charge of industry–academia
collaboration with YunTech (1E)

Digital media teacher at YunTech; main counselor for
young entrepreneurs; 10-year collaboration.

Student of specialty-based exchange
accommodation (SBEA) stationed at

Townway (1F)

Third-year master’s student taught by Professor
who stayed in the town for 6 months through

SBEA program.

2. Yuantai
Yuantai representative (2A)

Third-generation Zhushan resident; entrepreneur in
Zhushan for 9 years; family owned a factory;

38 years old now.

Yuantai staff (2B) From Nantou; young girl who had moved to the
town 3 months prior.

3. KYOU

KYOU representative (3A)

Second-generation Zhushan resident; specializes in
design; returned to Zhushan 10 years prior; created

his brand 4 years prior; family owned a factory;
40 years old now.

Representative of Pure Soap who cofounded
Goods store with 3A and 4A (3B)

Son-in-law of Zhushan resident; specializes in
design; entrepreneur in Zhushan for 5 years;

full-time designer at a hospital.

Representative of Forest Noodles
collaborating with 3A (3C)

Second-generation noodle chef in Zhushan;
specializes in design; entrepreneur in Zhushan for

6 years; built a tourist factory with a loan.

4. La-boos
Representative of La-boos (4A)

Second-generation Zhushan resident; specializes in
business management; entrepreneur in Zhushan for
6 years; family owned a factory; 37 years old now.

Collaborator of 4A for AxMon Art (4B) Daughter-in-law of Zhushan resident; specializes in
design; entrepreneur in Zhushan for 5 years.

5. Bamboo-Lai

Representative of Bamboo-Lai (5A)
Second-generation Zhushan resident; specializes in
catering management; entrepreneur in Zhushan for
5 years; family owned a factory; 42 years old now.

Father of Bamboo-Lai representative (5B)

First-generation Zhushan resident; bamboo craft
teacher at National Chushan Senior High School;
tutored bamboo crafts overseas for many years;

worked in Zhushan for over 50 years.

3.3. Analysis and Organization of Research Data: Grounded Theory and Document Analysis

Coding is the basis of data analysis in grounded theory. The organization and refine-
ment of data during the coding process allows for key categories to be identified. Some
concepts related to a category serve as subcategories. By using the KJ method, the core
category can be identified from the main categories [57]. The founder of KJ method is
Tokyo humanist Jiro Kawakita, KJ is his English abbreviation. KJ method is to collect
different data and classify them according to the relationship between them [58]. In this
study, the field notes and interviews were formatted into verbatim transcripts, numbered,
and decoded to organize the textual materials. The subcategories were then identified,
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and the KJ method was used to determine the main categories and construct chapters.
New problems and issues that emerged during the collection and analysis of the data
were revised or supplemented and analyzed in depth through a literature review and the
field notes.

The process from data decoding to category construction for Townway was as follows:
(1) numbering the field notes: the notes were numbered by time of observation and event
using abbreviated keywords. For example, 20170507 represents the date of a local forum
on shaping the features of a town of tea and bamboo (“tea and bamboo” was abbreviated
as “TB”). The subtopics of major events were noted in each paragraph. The host’s opening
remarks and the guests’ speeches were subtopics of the forum and were numbered in
ascending order (01, 02, 03, and so on). Each paragraph was then open coded in ascending
numerical order (−1, −2, −3, and so on); (2) numbering the verbatim transcripts: the
transcriptions of the interviews were organized using a system of four alphanumeric codes.
The first code represented the brands, which were numbered 1, 2, 3, and so on. The
second code represented the interviewees, who were designated as A, B, C, and so on. The
third code represented the order in which events were mentioned during the interviews:
01, 02, 03, and so on. The fourth code was the open code for an event, designated as
−1, −2, −3, and so on; (3) grounded theory was used to integrate the open codes into a
textual description of specific behaviors followed by classification of the subcategories. The
subcategories were grouped into the main categories using the KJ method and used as the
chapters for the analysis of the results; (4) finally, the conclusion was developed through a
theoretical evaluation and dialogue with the interviewees.

This study reviewed articles, academic journals, dissertations, newspapers, magazines,
and online data on issues related to Zhushan Bamboo Craft, Sky Yard guesthouse, Townway,
social innovation design, and sustainability. A total of 86 books, 320 journal articles, 87 dis-
sertations, and 163 media reports were reviewed. Section 2 presents the literature review,
from which the following four dimensions of social innovation design evaluation were
extracted: (1) analyzing social needs and using social capital [20,27,28,30–32]; (2) encour-
aging diversified participation and proposing solutions [17,18,21,23,24,37]; (3) generating
group motivation and forming new connections [25,26,33,34,38–40]; (4) solving social prob-
lems and achieving sustainability [48,49,51,53–55]. The following three dimensions of
sustainability were obtained identified from the literature review and the 17 sustainable
development goals proposed by the United Nations: (1) economic sustainability [42–44,50];
(2) social sustainability [42–45]; (3) environmental sustainability [42–45]. A total of seven
theoretical aspects (Figure 1) were used to evaluate the five brands investigated in this
study, and their performance in terms of social innovation design and sustainability was
comprehensively analyzed.

Figure 1. Social Innovation Design and Sustainability Theory Evaluation Orientation.
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4. Analysis and Results

The young entrepreneurs of the bamboo craft brands in Zhushan launched innovative
movements centered around bamboo. Among the brands, Townway is an agent of resource-
integrated social innovation, and Yuantai is a model for industrial innovation. The others,
namely, KYOU, La-boos, and Bamboo-Lai, are microentrepreneurial brands. Before the
young entrepreneurs started their businesses in Zhushan, they had gained professional
experience in management, design, and manufacturing. Four of the young entrepreneurs
are locals of Zhushan, and their families once owned bamboo factories.

4.1. Townway

From the founding of the Sky Yard guesthouse in 2005 to the creation of Townway,
this company has been in Zhushan for 16 years. The founder is a key figure in the young
entrepreneur community, he preserves local culture and history and solves social problems.
He has continued to introduce external resources to Zhushan while exporting its practice
of sustainable development [59].The development process can be divided into three peri-
ods: (1) renovating a three-section residential compound (Sanhe Yuan) into the Sky Yard
guesthouse: linking community resources on and off the mountains and attracting tourists
(2005–present); (2) the founding of Townway and the process of becoming an intermediary
in dialogue between locals and outsiders to cocreate value for the common good (2010–
present); (3) shaping the Spotlight Gathering Settlement at Taisi Bus Station, incubating the
Town’s ecological mechanism to maturity, and the revitalization and marketing of Zhushan
by young entrepreneurs in preparation for the Asia Revitalization Platform (2015–present).

4.1.1. Renovating a Three-Section Residential Compound (Sanhe Yuan) into the Sky
Yard Guesthouse

1. Changing the negative perceptions of rural areas: using the natural and cultural
features of the mountains as selling points for the guesthouse

In 2004, the founder began to sense a decline in culture and developed an idea of
preserving culture through a guesthouse. After many challenges, in 2005, he completed the
restoration of a century-old Sanhe Yuan and maintained its original appearance [60].

2. Changing the negative perceptions of the old mansion: conveying the cultural and
historical value of a century-old house to visitors the text continues here

After the guesthouse space was built, they drafted informative texts, marketing copy,
and self-recommendation letters to various departments of the government. They, then,
created a website and promoted the guesthouse through a bulletin board system. Whenever
tourists stayed in the B&B, the founder would project a film in the courtyard in the evening.
The film was a documentary that explained the process of restoring the guesthouse and his
concept of cultural preservation and entrepreneurial management. A major turning point
occurred in December 2005, when the Nantou County Government invited internationally
renowned musician to stay in the guesthouse and compose the eponymous album “Sky
Yard”, for which he received a Golden Melody Award [61]. This led to consistent coverage
by TV channels and magazines, and the number of visitors rapidly increased. The founder
was also invited to give speeches. During this time, he documented daily events on
Facebook to convey his thoughts on cultural preservation and local development.

3. Reversing the tourism model for famous scenic spots: promoting Da-an community
resources through tourism

From 2006 to 2009, the company developed the Da-an community by turning an
unused tea factory into a restaurant, restoring the Da-an Historic Trail, and “thinking about
business from the perspective of the common good” (1A02-3). They created tour itineraries with
activities entitled “Reading on the Mountain, Dining in the Sky” and “Leisurely Paced
Experience Tour with Lunchboxes,” which not only enriched the travel experience for
tourists, but also provided resources and improved the environment for the community,
thereby working together with residents to create a local value.
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4. Reversing the village tourism paradigm: turning tourists into social observers that
contribute to cultural value

The founder stated that with such policies in place, “the place loses its characteristics; the
economy is irrelevant to the locals, and local culture and education are ignored” (1A04-1). Thus,
they connected the guesthouse, tea gardens, and Tianti Scenic Area on Da-an Mountain
to the traditional shops at the base of the mountain. They created a program in which
travelers gained authentic experience visiting a puffed rice store, an iron maker, and a
quilt shop in Zhushan. At the beginning of the “Leisurely Paced Experience Tour with
Lunchboxes” activity, the participants watched a documentary about the history of the
Da-an Historic Trail in a restaurant, and each participant received a lunchbox designed by
college students. The lunchboxes were wrapped in a bamboo mat and camellia cloth hand
sewn at an old quilt shop in the town. The meals in the lunchboxes were prepared with
ingredients from the local market [61].

5. Reattaching tourist guesthouse to local products: supplies from local industry and
the first-hand experience of local charm

The household products in the guesthouse, such as the bed sheets, utensils, lighting,
and snacks, were locally produced, and every aspect of the accommodation told a story
about the community. Travelers who wanted to purchase an item in the guesthouse after
using it could scan a QR code for more information. Thus, the guesthouse became a vehicle
for local culture and generated a diverse range of revenue streams while benefitting the
local economy (1A01-2).

6. Reversing the business model of traditional stores at the base of the mountain: the
manufacturing process as a service model for tourism

The old stores in Zhushan retain traces of the traditional Taiwanese lifestyle. The
linking of the local companies, stores, and the community encouraged the stores to change
their service model to allow tourists to visit and learn and increased sales by 20–30%. For
example, the owner of a puffed rice store strengthened his dedication and confidence in
the industry by presenting his products and manufacturing process to tourists: “tourism
brings a steady flow of visitors and income to my store and renews my confidence in the production
process” [62].

4.1.2. The Founding of Townway

1. Turning untapped resources into opportunities: cooperating with local designers
through specialty-based exchange accommodation

By the time the operations of the guesthouse had stabilized, Zhushan was still ex-
periencing economic problems and youth drain. To solve these problems, they founded
Townway in 2010 to connect local businesses, arts and culture, and ecology while attracting
external resources. Townway rented an inexpensive vacant house and turned it into a
youth hostel for the specialty-based exchange accommodation (SBEA) program. The town
developed by exchanging local characteristics for external creative talent and drawing
resources from society: “sometimes, in certain months, there are more than 30 people here at once.
They’re asked to write a travel log and discover a new story every day” (1B10-3).

In less than 2 years, more than 600 students went to Zhushan for SBEA and assisted
local businesses in developing products, shooting short films, and improving the environ-
ment, and demonstrating the beauty of the tea gardens amid the bamboo forests and the
diligence of Zhushan locals.

2. The public sector’s focus on the common good: the cocreation of an online platform
and products by locals and society

Townway has received subsidies from several public sector programs. For the Small
Business Innovation Research program of the Ministry of Economic Affairs in 2011, Town-
way created an online platform for sharing information on stores, travel itineraries, and
narrators. The platform also featured collaborative itinerary and cultural and creative
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product design. On the platform, locals co-worked with society to create demand, which
drew participants and strengthened the competences of the companies and the town. Af-
ter the online platform was established, the number of tourists increased; tour guides
proposed itineraries, designers received projects, and companies could request product
customization. The township office also recruited volunteers through the platform [63].

3. Drawing labor, funds, and ideas from universities and cooperating with local stores
and organizations to shape local products and services

Since 2011, The founder has given hundreds of lectures annually at universities and
participated in an industry–academia cooperation that allowed students to help transform
the town with their expertise. For example, students cooperated with the Lai Far Blacksmith
Shop, which originally manufactured agricultural tools, to make couple rings and assisted
the Chiming Mifu store in developing new brown sugar and spicy flavors for the shop’s
products [64].

In 2012, Townway and mothers in the community established the Bamboo Life Cul-
tural Association to promote the bamboo craftsmanship of Zhushan. In 2013, woven
bamboo QR codes for use as local merchant signboards were developed with the support of
the Smart Life Integration Talent Program of Nankai University of Technology (NANKUT).
The participants from NANKUT proposed the idea of combining bamboo weaving with
digital technology. Participants from Southern Taiwan University of Science and Tech-
nology used plastic panels to protect materials; final improvements were conducted by
students from the National Cheng Kung University. Members of the association were
responsible for producing all the materials and the woven bamboo [60].

4. The creation of the Bamboo Nest Class, a space for co-learning, and the Local Forum,
an opportunity to exchange knowledge of local operations, revitalize the community,
and reaffirm local identity

Zhushan required dialogue with schools, youths, residents, and enterprises. In 2012,
through an industry–academia collaboration, Townway and YunTech completed the con-
struction of the Bamboo Nest Class, a space for co-learning. In 2012, the venue for the
Miaokou TED Talk event was changed to the Bamboo Nest Class, and the lectures became
the Local Forum, a free event with no speaking fee. The event was regularly held from
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. on the last Friday of each month. At the event, entrepreneurs
in Zhushan presented their plans, and issues, products, services, and local connections
in Zhushan were discussed [61]. The event was also open to participants from outside
Zhushan. Participants from various fields came together to communicate and share their
practical experience and knowledge. The event encouraged youths to care about their
hometown and created a sense of identity among the public (1A08-2).

5. Bringing local visibility and economy to Zhushan: strengthening the connection
among homecoming youths and creating a structure of mutual support

From 2011 to 2014, SBEA, cultural creativity, and groups of local young entrepreneurs
began to flourish in Zhushan. For example, one girl who had returned to her hometown to
open a beef noodle shop remarked, “because of our involvement with Townway, the shop has
gained exposure, and its performance has improved”. Another girl who operated a dessert shop
stated, “Townway allows young entrepreneurs such as us, who have returned to their hometown, to
support one another and connect, and it shows people our devotion and sincerity” [62].

4.1.3. Shaping the Spotlight Gathering Settlement at Taisi Bus Station

1. Revitalization of the second floor of the bus station into Beyoung Garden and the use
of local characteristics to create an aesthetic for the bamboo dining space

The Taisi Bus Station in Zhushan had long been unsanitary, with betel nuts and
cigarette butts strewn everywhere by the roaming taxi drivers. In 2015, Townway rented
the second floor of the Taisi Bus Station and transformed the long-unused staff dormitory
into Beyoung Garden (Figure 2), which was completed in early 2016. The space was
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designed using the random method of bamboo weaving. The project staff remarked that Su
used to make woven bamboo products: “this is the first time she integrated bamboo weaving into
a space. Participating in the production process opened her up to a new direction: creating a bamboo
space” (1B17-5). The manager of Beyoung Garden explained that visitors could sample
multicourse meals created with various bamboo products. The famous sweet potatoes,
bananas, and pineapples of Zhushan were also used to make the snacks and drinks: “old
stores that have been around for more than 40 years, such as the Chiming Mifu store and the puffed
rice shop, created special milk tea and Da-an Mountain coffee” (1C03-2). In addition to Beyoung
Garden’s function as a restaurant, the space held occasional exhibitions (Figure 3) and
public events for local entrepreneurs.

Figure 2. Beyoung Garden.

Figure 3. Exhibition space.

2. The transformation of the Local Forum into the Spotlight Meetup activity, the steady
growth of local and social capital, and the internal convergence of Zhushan’s en-
trepreneurial power

Many start-up brands began to emerge in Zhushan in 2015. In response, the Local
Forum was reorganized into the Spotlight Meetup activity, but the venue remained the
Bamboo Nest Class. Young entrepreneurs used the platform to discuss their needs and
experiences, and Townway proposed ideas for the following month. Participants included
college teachers, students, and residents of Zhushan as well as residents from other counties
and cities who were interested in Zhushan. Together, the group formed a community based
on continuous learning rooted in entrepreneurship in Zhushan.

3. Townway designs tours and connects young entrepreneurs with local companies
through a mutually beneficial relationship

The tours developed by Townway consisted of five parts which visitors could select
to suit their needs. In the first part, the tourists visited Beyoung Garden and the youth
exchange accommodation, painted walls and the headquarters of local entrepreneurs, and
listened to Townway staff share their ideas at the Bamboo Nest Class. In the second part, the
tourists listened to a young founder of a company in Zhushan discuss his entrepreneurial
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process and experience with bamboo craftsmanship. In the third part, the tourists sampled
foods created with local ingredients at Beyoung Garden. In the fourth part, the tourists
observed the manufacturing processes of the products sold in old shops and visited
factories. In the fifth part, the tourists enjoyed the scenery of the Da-an Mountain and the
century-old Sanhe Yuan at the Sky Yard guesthouse (1B18-6).

4. Expanding young entrepreneurs’ knowledge, vision, and marketing channels through
the support of the University Social Responsibility program and regional public sector
revitalization projects and accelerating the revitalization of Zhushan.

From 2017 to 2019, youth-led brands in Zhushan were upgraded through the Design
Flip Local Creation program of Nantou County and the National Development Council
hosted by YunTech, which resulted in the creation of Tea and Bamboo: the Spotlight Settle-
ment ecological mechanism. They have held several workshops and courses, organized
forums and exhibitions, gathered forces from various social sectors, cultivated youth-led
brands in Zhushan, and promoted local industry and culture. The project was supported
through its long-standing partnership with YunTech as well as through projects at Tunghai
University, National Chung Cheng University, and NANKUT. The University Social Re-
sponsibility program of the Ministry of Education prompted colleges and the community
to collaborate and implement social innovations.

The first era of regional revitalization in Taiwan began in 2019. The Regional Revital-
ization Festival, supported by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the Corporate Synergy
Development Center, was held at the Taisi Bus Station in Zhushan (Figure 4). Projects
related to the town were combined with local values and technology through events with
three different themes, namely the art of food, the skill of craft, and the joy of living, to
integrate multiple fields.

Figure 4. The Regional Revitalization Festival at Taisi Bus Station.

5. Revitalization of the first floor of the Taisi Bus Station as Taisi Ice Room: a public art
space designed to attract locals and tourists

In August 2018, the first floor of the Taisi Bus Station was redesigned as a public art
space (Figure 5). Local independent farmers, new residents, and senior citizens held fairs in
the space, and local artists were invited to perform and exhibit their work, which attracted
the locals as well as tourists. At the end of 2018, Townway established the Taisi Ice Room,
an ice cream shop using local ingredients and bamboo utensils. Fruit farmers and local
merchants in Zhushan collaborated to make the ice cream, and the flavors were inspired
by southern France; Vietnamese coffee is used as the base of the ice cream, and it is paired
with a small slice of French bread: “Because there is a Vietnamese grocery store in front of the
bus station, there are many new residents around” (1A20-4).
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Figure 5. The first floor of the Taisi Bus Station.

6. The Spotlight Gathering Settlement at Taisi Bus Station and the creation of an ecologi-
cal mechanism: marketing Zhushan through local output

The Spotlight Settlement ecological mechanism was a means of encouraging home-
coming youths to start their own businesses and bring innovation to the industries in
Zhushan through their ideas and creativity. The partnerships were transformed into an
incubation mechanism and a system for local development. Townway’s duties include
hosting local programs, exhibitions, experience-based tours, the Spotlight Meetup activity,
and SBEA. First, a problem is identified through the Meetup; however, a problem can
become an opportunity. Next, entrepreneurs discuss their needs and pose questions, and
Townway matches the entrepreneurs with resources and talent listed on the digital plat-
form and requests external resources. Then, the brands are upgraded through SBEA to
become a new force after being marketed. Lastly, after the brands mature, their products
are upgraded through a combination of the experience tour and SBEA, and the brands
develop featured products. Townway matched young entrepreneurs by sharing spaces,
markets, resources, and preorders. As for preordering products, Townway shared stories
about the young entrepreneurs during the tours, and the visitors preordered gifts and
made other purchases from the young entrepreneurs. Every year, six or seven youth-led
brands were incubated: “Regarding the resources, priority was given to these brands, and these
brands should also correspond with the overall arrangement by Townway” (1B02-4).

In 2017, Townway introduced the youth-led brands from Zhushan to the Huashan
1914 Creative Park and cooperated with Bright Ideas Co., Ltd. Because these brands were
start-ups, their product output was slightly low: “In this way, the overall output of the young
entrepreneurs in Zhushan was condensed into a single force”; this force represented Zhushan’s
bamboo culture. (2A22-5). Introducing the products from the rural community to urban
cultural and creative spaces increased the visibility of the products and formed a channel
for urbanites to access local culture. In 2020, Townway added two agencies, namely, Town
Empowerment and Town Intelligence, to develop overseas cooperative projects with the
intent of applying the experience of revitalizing Zhushan to other countries to solve issues
in their development.

4.1.4. Evaluation Summary

The 17 characteristics of Townway explained in the three previous sections correspond
to the seven theoretical dimensions of social innovation design and sustainability identified
in the literature review. Its efforts are reflected in the following four aspects:

(1) The linking of local resources and the exchange of social capital. The guesthouse has
revolutionized townships, possessing value in cultural heritage and revitalizing the
local economy. In addition, local resources were directed toward utilizing unused
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space and preserving the history of Zhushan to serve the public. SBEA was also used
to enlist talent to support the local design efforts;

(2) The construction of public spaces such as the Bamboo Nest Class and the revitalization
of the Taisi Bus Station provided a platform for local and social communication and
resolved the lack of resources in the township;

(3) The close-knit collaboration between universities and the public sector provides a
means for obtaining professional talent, knowledge, and funds. The collaboration
also serves as an opportunity to implement social practice, which reinforces residents’
confidence in local culture;

(4) The advocacy and implementation of social values. Social values are disseminated
through the internet and other media to continuously implement innovative solutions,
cultivate local youth-led brands, and attract like-minded individuals to engage in the
cocreation process.

Because of the inherent limitations and difficulties associated with township-based
entrepreneurship, certain areas were overlooked. This is reflected in the following:

(1) The limited number of business owners who benefit from matching. Because Town-
way is a free incubation cooperation brand that mainly focuses on providing opportu-
nities for entities to obtain exposure and resources, some individuals or enterprises
who were not included in the matching believe that they did not benefit;

(2) Less monitoring of ecological governance and sustainable development. The envi-
ronmental sustainability component mainly involves the construction of bamboo
crafts and the maintenance of the public space near Taisi Bus Station. Issues related to
ecological governance and monitoring are seldom considered;

(3) The inefficient endogenous support system. Because the social capital mainly comes
from universities and the public sector, only a small amount of business owners,
youths, enterprises, and organizations in Zhushan work with Townway; the breadth
of the local network is still relatively small. However, this is a common problem
observed in the cultural industry and regional revitalization in Taiwan;

(4) Relatively low economic and environmental sustainability. Because the ratios of social
values, social capital, and social activities are high, social sustainability is also high. By
contrast, economic and environmental stability are relatively low. A more systematic
business and circular economy should be established.

4.2. Yuantai

Yuantai is a bamboo factory with a history of 40 years with nine staff. It used to
be mainly engaged in bamboo ear steak and bamboo stick needles. Due to maintenance
difficulties, the third generation of bamboo artisan returned home to start a business at his
mother’s call in 2012. He worked in the army to repair aircraft engines for six years, where
he received six months of design and drawing training. As he designed and sold T-shirts
for four years (TB05-2), he was familiar with machinery, had a keen market observation,
and had certain design abilities. With innovative actions, such as a road running event,
bamboo products research and development, network marketing, and activity design, he
closely linked brand value, life attitude, and market demand with the locals and society,
and at the same time conveyed the sustainability of bamboo.

4.2.1. Continue Road Running Events to Drive the Formation of Sports Towns

1. Miaokou night running: the road running lasted for three years to form a sports
atmosphere, addressing the lack of vitality in Zhushan

Facing the lack of social vitality in Zhushan for a long time, he thought he could
hold road running events to let others know about different towns and villages. From the
perspective of the local people, he thought that holding the activities at the temple entrance
where people in villages and towns used to gather can best assemble crowds [60]. Those
who love running in peacetime began to run on the road in groups, set up the club, Friends
of Bamboo Slow Running, through Facebook social media, and called local residents to
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gather at the temple entrance every week for fun run activities. As a result, Zhushan
transformed into a sports town because of its three-year continuous road running activities
and its booming road running atmosphere.

2. Experience the local favor in road running: doing farm work on the road and combin-
ing large-scale activities with local food stores

He sometimes passed through the vegetable garden during his running. “When he
sees the elders he knows, he helps to perform farm work and obtains two bags of vegetables for
rewards. This place, unlike cities, is full of human connections” (2A01-3). Once, when runners
passed through the farmland, a woman who tidied up the garden gave them some sweet
potato leaves. After everyone took photos of this interesting life in running and posted
them on Facebook, many people commented [60]. In the first large-scale road run, when
the villagers heard that Zhushan was going to hold a big event, they were very much
looking forward to it. They were initially asked for 30 rice crackers but gave 50, and the
sweet potato shop also sponsored many honey sweet potatoes. Since 2012, he has hosted
more than 300 road running activities for three consecutive years. With the support of the
local government, social organizations, and the local residents, such activities have been
combined with local businesses and cuisine to drive this depressed town with a continuous
sports culture so that everyone has a sense of community identity and cohesion [60].

3. Use public sector resources in road running: use social resources to solve problems
and advocate addressing ecological disputes

Yuantai planned a large-scale road run activity, “Love, Run into the Town”, for the
first time. The Zhushan Police Station, Zhushan Junior High School, Show Chwan Hospi-
tal, Township Office, neighborhood chiefs, and community volunteers provided a lot of
manpower support in security maintenance, medical treatment, right of way management,
and material supplies [61]. Furthermore, the Nantou County Government commissioned
Yuantai to undertake the large-scale “Love, Starlight Fun Run” from Zhushan to Lugu.
However, as the running route passed through a firefly habitat, it was opposed by the
public. He and his team asked ecological experts to assess whether the route would affect
the habitat and then publicized the assessment results of no influence to the public to calm
them down [60].

4. Combine road running with local sightseeing: local tours and travel guides enhance
popularity through advocating and online-sharing

In “Love, Starlight Fun Run”, they arranged the road run at night and provided
Zhushan’s travel guide on the online registration page, which made passengers interested
in staying longer and distributed their energy to different stores. After the activity, they
deducted the required costs and donated part of the surplus to the ecological conservation
unit [60].

5. Apply large-scale road running planning experience in other places: combine road
running with the characteristics of aboriginal tribes and experience the enthusiasm of
the aborigines

The practice of local development in which Zhushan participated attracted the atten-
tion of local villages and towns. Using the same way of localizing road running, Yuantai
assisted the aborigines in Xinyi Township to carry out road running activities. The food and
scenery were of outstanding aboriginal characteristics. Runners bring economic income
to the tribe with their registration fees and fully feel the brightness and enthusiasm of the
aborigines [60].

4.2.2. Practice Environmental Protection for Bamboo Life, and Make Full Use of Network
and Social Value Marketing Products

1. Road running expands social capital and business opportunities: obtain the market
demand for developing bamboo toothbrushes, conduct social activities, and deeply
cultivate the industry at the same time
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Yuantai entrepreneur stated, “Innovation in rural areas is easy to become a bright spot,
and continuous activities become a kind of culture, which has gained market resources and
interpersonal trust for self-entrepreneurship” (2A03-3). He met the guesthouse owner at
the later stage of the road run, where he began developing bamboo toothbrushes because
of guesthouse’s demand for daily necessities (2A02-5). As everyone recognized the road
running activity, the factory staff were willing to break through the technical problems
with him and reduce the cost of product research and development and time test (2A02-6).
He deemed it easier to face the problem and solve it faster in bamboo-producing areas. So
long as he continues to conduct it without fear of difficulties, he believed he could perform
it well (2A02-9).

2. Use test product prototypes in online media, bazaars, and in-person: gain experience
and feedback to enhance product ease of use

Before the new product was officially launched, Yuantai conducted tests on the net-
work platform many times, assessing the possibility of mass production according to
consumer feedback (2A25-3). They also understood users’ feelings after use through physi-
cal sales bases and enhanced the ease of use through continuous improvement in product
materials, processes, and shapes (2A08-2). At the early stage of starting a business, they
visited a large number of markets. They would also encounter matchmaking opportunities
and gain experience and resources to increase the market share and on-site product experi-
ence. Starting a business in villages and towns is exchanged for mileage. “Before developing
products, we should first understand the source of everything, know all kinds of media and skills,
find the combination of techniques matching modern from the traditional context, think from the
user’s point of view, and extend the development of products” (2A16-5).

3. Research and development of conceptual products: advocate the social value of
ecological environment protection, circular economy, Taiwan culture, and outdoor
life through products

The brand value concept of Yuantai is based on environmental protection and sustain-
able circulation, and it is hoped that products can be decomposed in nature and can be
produced and designed in a friendly way using local bamboo materials in Taiwan (2A02-3).
In 2015, Yuantai developed the first bamboo toothbrush, created from Zhushan Mengzong
bamboo, which was over four years old. It was free of bleaching and preservatives. The
bamboo was sterilized by high-temperature cooking and then coated with a layer of non-
toxic water-based paint for protection. No matter the product material or service, it has
cultural value and is a sustainable concept. For example, the Yuanqi Concave Bean Cup is
created out of bamboo waste. Through the proper use of bamboo, these waste materials
are given new value without being discarded. The design of bamboo products focuses on
social values, such as environmental education, outdoor style, Taiwan culture, and marine
life. Together with designers, they have designed a series of thunder carving patterns,
including the Taiwan Blue Magpie, Taiwan Black Bear, and Turtle (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Turtle-patterned bamboo cup.
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In 2018, Yuantai invested in the flyingV fundraising platform with the project of Yuanqi
Bamboo Straw—the Weakest Straw on the Earth—, of which the fundraising target was
NTD 500,000. The fundraising plan clearly stated the return given to sponsors and donors.
If the goal was achieved, Yuantai would start planting arrow bamboo seedlings [65].

4. Practice environmental protection personally: design products with one’s own life
experience and demonstrate the use of situations and social values

Most of the products developed by Yuantai’s founder are based on his own life context.
While living a natural, environmentally friendly life and outdoor camping (Figure 7), he
brought the products into the situation to take photos and find more possibilities for
using bamboo products in day-to-day life (2A13-5, 2A21-2). He often demonstrates the
use of bamboo products through the internet and shares photos of product use—brand
propaganda, showing a young, fashionable, environmentally friendly, and aesthetic quality
life (2A04-2, 2A09-5). He believes that “bamboo products are light, environmental protection,
very suitable for outdoor activities. Bamboo forest is the best place for meditation, and life should be
so beautiful” [66].

Figure 7. Using bamboo products in bamboo forest.

The founder of Yuantai has been practicing a plastic-free life. After seeing the film of
turtle suffering, the idea of developing bamboo straws arose. After starting his business,
he met some friends with clean beaches and mountains, hoping to let everyone know how
to implement seamless mountains and outdoors. “The Marine Association volunteer group
took him to pick up garbage, snorkeled while picking up garbage, and then met turtles” (2A04-3).

5. Enhance the sense of participation in products and services: customization of goods
and hand-made experience to enhance ties with users

Yuantai provides customers with customized services for products, such as laser
personal slogans on bamboo toothbrushes, hand-painted patterns on bamboo cups, and
customized services for joint funds of customers from the guesthouse and different enter-
prise groups (2B02-3). It cooperated with China Airlines to launch a bamboo toothbrush
joint model, and high-end hotels, such as Satoyama-Jujo Hotel in Japan, also customized
bamboo toothbrush products [67]. In order to convey a complete life concept by the brand,
Yuantai arranged the physical shops in Zhushan into the space form of hand-made work-
shops in the second half of 2017, “developing experience courses of bamboo toothbrushes and
bamboo cups, so that consumers can experience the production of products” (2A04-5).

6. Expand marketing channels with social issues: attract the active attention of mass
media and social media, and expand marketing bases to Taiwan and even the world

The marketing channel of Yuantai is mainly the network and dozens of cooperative
retail outlets, and most of them promote the brand through TV media interviews or
industry speeches. In Yuantai’s Facebook fan club, its official brand website, Pinkoi, and
other network channels, and beautiful photos of bamboo products, are presented. The
knowledge of environmental protection and outdoors is conveyed with strong Yuantai-style
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copywriting to share environmental protection information with consumers through the
network, explain the design creativity of products in a Facebook online live broadcast, teach
consumers how to maintain products, and let users better understand the characteristics
of bamboo products (2A04-4). He stated, “Agents from Germany and Japan see their products
such as through FB. There are opportunities for cooperation” (2A17-3). At the same time, after
interviews with TV stations and online media, the order volume of products would increase
rapidly (2B03-2). They market their brands through physical and virtual network channels,
which have been stationed in Singapore, Japan, Malaysia, Europe, etc.

4.2.3. Actively Participate in the Activities Organized by Townway and Carry Out
Cooperation between Young Entrepreneurs and Design of Local Activities

1. Actively participate in the Spotlight Meetup activity, link-shared resources, and gather
local values

Yuantai has maintained close cooperation with Townway and has become a major
local young entrepreneur brand. Group tourists and enterprises brought by Townway
often visit the shops and factories of Yuantai and invite him to share his entrepreneurial
experience and guide everyone in utilizing bamboo products. When starting a business in
a township, the products of start-up brands are of little influence. However, many brand
products come together, all coming from one place, forming a force. In turn, the place
will be of high value and will be seen by everyone (2A03-2). These brands hatched in the
Spotlight Settlement ecological mechanism cooperate without binding each other, growing
fastest with each as an organism (2A13-7).

2. Design bamboo container for Taisi Ice Room and design Regional Revitalization
Festival

Yuantai is responsible for the container design of the Taisi Ice Room ice cream. Bowls
and cups are composed of bamboo materials rich in Zhushan. “I hope tourists will come here
to take away the culture of Zhushan, not a bowl of ice. Because bamboo is produced in Zhushan, and
the things here are also related to bamboo products. There is no sense of disobedience” (2A30-3).
They were invited to attend the Kouba Factory Festival in Japan in October 2017, and were
inspired to plan the Zhushan Craft Festival, hoping to connect local craftsmen in series
(2A22-4). Therefore, Yuantai cooperated with Townway, mainly responsible for designing
industrial activities, and held the Regional Revitalization Festival through multi-party
cooperation.

4.2.4. Evaluation Summary

The 13 characteristics of the Yuantai correspond to the seven dimensions of social
innovation design and sustainability identified in the literature review.

The Yuantai promotes events and aspects of industrial development that uphold social
values. This is reflected in the following aspects:

(1) The running activities were organized to satisfy the needs of communities, and
spreading awareness through the internet can increase the popularity of the brand;

(2) The implementation of a bamboo-based, environmentally friendly lifestyle and the
use of the internet and social values to market products;

(3) Active participation in the organization and involvement in local design efforts.

Because the Yuantai is a young bamboo craft brand, its operations are limited by the
following aspects:

(1) The small scale of the local industry. Most brands mainly focus on their own develop-
ment;

(2) The relatively low level of industrialization. The brand mainly focuses on creating
social ideal-based cultural and creative products. Few innovations and breakthroughs
have been created through the combination of the bamboo materials and more sophis-
ticated technology. The research and development for material technology requires
more time and capital, which creates a challenge;
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(3) The connection between the social values and social capital must be strengthened.
Although the operations of the brand require a large amount of energy, social values
must still be upheld; this requires collaboration with more enterprises, organizations,
and research institutions.

4.3. Other Three Participating Bamboo Craft Young Entrepreneur Brands: KYOU, La-Boos,
and Bamboo-Lai

Among the bamboo art young entrepreneur brands hatched by Townway, KYOU,
La-boos, and Bamboo-Lai are busy with their own brand building on the one hand and co-
operating with cooperative exhibitions, travel experiences, and local activities on the other.
After returning home to start a business, they used their expertise and work experience to
manage family factories, explore industrial operation modes, and focus on the innovation
of product and service modes.

4.3.1. Use Professional Work Experience to Locate Entrepreneurial Brands Based on the
Situation of Home Factories

1. Use experience in art design to improve bamboo production machines and learn
traditional bamboo art

The head of KYOU is the second-generation descendant of the Bamboo Fan Bone
Factory. He founded his own brand in 2017 and currently runs his home factory and brand
together with his mother. He used what he had learned to redesign the original bamboo
strips into bamboo products and held exhibitions of illustrations combined with crafts. He
has worked in bamboo landscaping, graphic design, and product design for seven years. In
2010, he returned to Zhushan because his father was seriously ill and continued producing
bamboo strips in his home. He knew many bamboo craftsmen, participated in the Bamboo
Art Association of Nantou and Bamboo Art Society of NTCRI to learn traditional bamboo
art techniques and joined exhibitions to improve the level of bamboo art creation and
painting (3A03-5).

2. Use industrial management experience to rectify family factories and find the direction
of brand entrepreneurship

La-boos is a bamboo factory with a 40-year history. It used to be a bamboo chopping
board and has been in the bamboo factory in Fujian for more than 10 years. The second
generation of bamboo artisan graduated from business management and later worked in
many manufacturing companies. In 2012, he returned home to set up his own brand and
develop environmentally friendly daily necessities, such as kitchen utensils composed of
bamboo glulam. Meanwhile, the head of Bamboo-Lai returned home in June 2016 to start a
business. He is the son of a senior bamboo artist in Zhushan. Remarkably, he has four years
of hotel management, eight years of aviation, and two years of precision machinery work
experience. Upon his return, he improved the spatial layout, machinery, and equipment
of the family factory. Further, he used enterprise management strategies to enhance the
brand management model, quickly thought about ways to make money, and first used
sightseeing elements, DIY, and social networks to solve the crisis of capital income.

4.3.2. KYOU Develops Practical and Craft Bamboo Products, La-Boos Has a Stable
Production Line of Bamboo Kitchen Utensils, and Bamboo-Lai Has Modular Bamboo
Device Production

1. Research and development process and practical products of KYOU

Since 2011, the head of KYOU has cooperated with the Zhushan Township Office
in the visual design of cultural activities for five years, attracting tourists to participate
in activities with different themes. At the same time, he managed the production in the
home factory, taught the courses of bamboo-weaving technology, and developed practical
and technological products such as the combination of bamboo with different materials,
illustration, and bamboo technology, forming personal characteristics. At present, there
are bamboo products, such as bamboo certificate sets, bamboo postcards, bamboo clocks,
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bamboo storage devices, bamboo lamps, and bamboo key rings, among which the first two
products are designed as experience courses (3A03-3).

2. La-boos takes bamboo kitchen utensils and environmental protection products as the
core; the division of labor between Fujian and Taiwan factories is clear

The person in charge of La-boos, is familiar with bamboo materials and production
processes. He cooperates with designers to jointly develop a variety of bamboo plates
with healthy food-sharing concepts for children and adults, constantly upgrade and iterate
the products, abide by the brand’s core concept, and produce bamboo products with
quality assurance for modern families. The business model of their products is stable,
with affordable bamboo kitchenware, quality assurance, and a beautiful appearance as the
core. The marketing channels include the brand’s official website and Eslite, and other
physical channels (4A03-4). In product chain management, Fujian factories mainly process
rough embryos and semi-finished products of bamboo glulam to reduce costs and unify
product quality, while Taiwan factories mainly process fine products and assemble finished
products and design (4A04-2).

3. Bamboo-Lai combines the bamboo art experience course with sightseeing and adopts
modular bamboo installation

The head of Bamboo-Lai returned to Zhushan and founded the International School
of Bamboo Craft. He offered bamboo art experience courses, improved experience price
and service quality, digitized experience cost, and hired students of bamboo art masters
as teachers (5A01-2). In the business model, the travel agency was matched to form a
bamboo craft tour itinerary. They mainly maintained brand management by making
bamboo installations. At the same time, he created the bamboo plant project structured
and modular and invited local residents with bamboo technology as production assistants
to form a subcontracting mode of design and production to improve work efficiency and
create job opportunities (5A08-3).

4.3.3. Young Entrepreneurs Met in a Spotlight Meetup Activity and Participated in the
Incubation of Brand Mechanisms. The Concept of Resource Integration Affected Their
Own Brand Development

1. KYOU cooperates with young entrepreneurs and mainly thinks about its own indus-
trial business model

In 2015, the head of KYOU participated in the Spotlight Meetup activity organized by
Townway and thought it could enhance the communication between people from different
industries, share their respective problems and experiences, and bring motivation to their
entrepreneurship (3A07-5). At the same time, he participated in the young entrepreneurs
sharing and experience course of the Townway tour experience, held exhibitions, and en-
tered the shop space together. In August 2017, KYOU, La-boos, and Pure Soap Handmade
Soap Store jointly opened the GOODS physical store near Taisi Bus Station, which is the
spatial information provided by Townway. In terms of the mode of operation, KYOU is
still in the exploratory stage because while rural resources are scarce, few suitable manu-
facturers are mainly solved through network and product redesign. In brand marketing,
most of them are now either undertaking government projects or offering various experi-
ence courses for promotion, and products are sold on the Pinkoi platform to position test
products in the market (3A15-3).

2. The entrepreneurial concepts of La-boos and Bamboo-Lai are affected, but they need
to have the ability to introduce social capital continuously

In 2016, the head of La-boos participated in the Spotlight Meetup activity and fully
agreed with the role of Townway as an intermediary series platform. He thought that
different micro-entrepreneurial brands had a symbiotic relationship and would have
conflicts of interest, while Townway has a neutral role, which could represent local micro-
entrepreneurial brands in publicizing them to the international community (4A07-13).
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He participated in the activity many times, reached the qualification of incubation and
upgrading, obtained cooperation resources, participated in the exhibition with young
entrepreneurs, and put forward the plan of SBEA.

The founder of Bamboo-Lai also participated in the activities of Townway many times
and joined in exhibitions, young entrepreneurs sharing, and the bamboo art experience.
As they prepared for their bamboo craft experience courses, Townway interns and project
personnel helped test design the course and evaluate its parameters and costs (5A11-5).

4.3.4. Evaluation Summary

The seven characteristics of the three youth-led bamboo craft brands, namely, KYOU,
La-boos, and Bamboo-Lai, correspond to the seven dimensions of social innovation design
and sustainability identified in the literature review. KYOU has focused on the development
of bamboo craft products that are both practical and hand-made in small batches by mothers
in the community. La-boos manufactures a line of a sustainable, environmentally friendly
bamboo kitchen products, with a clear division of labor between the Fujian plant and
the Taiwan plant. Bamboo-Lai has adopted a modularized system to manufacture their
bamboo products. In terms of social capital utilization, it has mainly cooperated with
Townway according to Townway’s exhibitions and experiential journeys, which means
that the former’s level of proactive creativity is low. However, Bamboo-Lai’s model is
consistent with that of Townway, which prevents segregation. This also necessitates the
continuous import of social capital.

5. Conclusions
5.1. The Three Elements: Analyzing Social Problems, Advocacy of Social Values, Proposing
Innovative Solutions

In past industrial models in Zhushan Township, merchants and enterprises focused
on their own operations and did not engage in dialogues or cooperation. The township
also lacked connection between the local industry and social resources.

The five youth-led bamboo craft brands have upheld their values and maintained
sustainability by analyzing social problems, proposing a series of innovative solutions, and
realizing social innovation and sustainable development in Zhushan’s bamboo craft indus-
try. Their efforts are reflected in three aspects: (1) analyzing social problems; (2) advocacy
of social values; (3) proposing innovative solutions. These brands are marketed through
the following: (1) collaborations between universities and the public sector, such as the
Bamboo Nest Class, Beyoung Garden, Taisi Ice Room, and the revitalization of the Taisi
Bus Station; (2) the Spotlight Meetup activity; (3) the shaping of the Zhushan Spotlight
Settlement ecological mechanism.

The construction of multipurpose public spaces is key to the social innovation and
sustainable development of the Zhushan Township. These spaces can promote dialogues
and exchanges, help groups reach a consensus, integrate the resources of multiple external
parties, transmit information through various media, and match resources. To sum up,
the resource-integrated Townway mainly carries out organizational innovation, industrial
innovation, and social value advocacy and practice, of which its social capital mainly
comes from the public sector and universities. Furthermore, the sustainable system of
enterprises needs to be completed. The other four bamboo craft young entrepreneur brands
focus on industrial innovation and participate in social activities. Their industrial chain
and brand management mode, being constantly adjusted, remains unclear. In the early
stage of Yuantai road running activities and bamboo environmental protection product
development, social value drives the implementation of activities and products. Meanwhile,
in the later stage, social issues are less involved, and in-depth scientific and technological
research and development for bamboo material technology needs to be strengthened.
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5.2. The Three-Stage Model of Zhushan Township: The Internal Collaboration and Enhancement;
The Revitalization; The Marketing

The social innovations and sustainable mode created by the five youth-led bamboo
craft brands can be divided into the following three stages (Figure 8):

(1) The internal collaboration and enhancement of Zhushan Township. Townway reached
a consensus through dialogues and exchanged spaces with the Bamboo Nest Class
and the Spotlight Meetup activity to cultivate the youth-led bamboo craft brands
Yuantai, KYOU, La-boos, Bamboo-Lai, and other youth-led brands; these brands form
the Zhushan Spotlight Settlement incubation;

(2) The revitalization of Zhushan Township. The youth-led organizations created an eco-
logical mechanism for the township by matching local projects, experiential journeys,
and local activities initiated by universities, the public sector, and enterprises;

(3) Marketing Zhushan Township. This mechanism can serve as an example of an ecologi-
cal system that others can learn from. Zhushan Township is marketed through courses
cultivating youth-based entrepreneurship, Zhushan exhibitions, documentaries, and
the Asia Revitalization Platform. This ecological system can affect the Taiwanese
society and the rest of Asia.

Figure 8. The social innovation design and sustainable mode of these brands.

The stakeholders of this model mainly include cooperative institutions or individuals.
While the social influence and connection need to be further expanded, the sustainable
development model of the economy and environment must also be enhanced.

5.3. Concerning Social Problems, Social Values, and Social Capital, Creative Solutions Can Be Put
Forward through Multiple Participation and New Relevance So as to Practice Sustainable Values
and Solve Social Problems

In terms of the development of social innovation design and sustainability, all five
youth-led bamboo craft brands have gained social capital by targeting social problems and
advocating social values; they used their social capital to solve social problems. In this
process, the participation of local industries, enterprises, universities, the public sector, and
nonprofit organizations is key to proposing creative solutions through joint deliberation.
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These solutions represent a process of continuous experimentation and implementation;
innovation plans are developed through implementation and correction. The participation
of these groups can create new relationships, which can lead to the establishment of new
organizations, space, and services. Local communities can generate a group dynamic to
resolve social problems together. In addition, the participation of a diverse range of groups
can promote economic, social, and environmental sustainability (Figure 9).

Figure 9. The relationship between social innovation design and sustainability of these brands.

Facing social problems in different periods, Townway integrated micro-social enter-
prises, constantly strengthened the core concept of locality and social value, encouraged
multi-body participation through social capital, formed a new organizational platform, and
achieved the sustainable development of the town. The other four micro-enterprises relied
on the original family factory resources and network accumulation and used the network
and modern marketing means to carry out industrial innovation in product and service
models. In particular, Yuantai promoted product demand by practicing social value, which
not only enhances local vitality but also achieves the environmental protection life value.

This paper analyzed five young bamboo craft entrepreneur start-up brands that are
active in Taiwan’s bamboo industry. Townway has been operating for more than 10 years
before gradually forming a model of social innovation and sustainable development, which
requires long-term efforts. Moreover, the other four micro-enterprises boast social capital
accumulation in the early stage of family factories, whose founders have many years of
urban work experience before returning home to start businesses. At present, this study
only discussed five youth-led bamboo craft brands in Zhushan Township. In the future,
a wider social innovation and sustainable development of Zhushan Township, as well as
the different social innovation models between Zhushan and other towns in Taiwan, will
be explored.
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